We can
do it all!

From design to finished product.
Broken parts repaired or remanufactured like new.
Parts, pieces, or complete fabrication.
Single or multiple part orders.
Steel, aluminum or stainless.
24/7 after hours emergency services.

On the Tacoma
waterfront since 1912,
no one knows the
Pacific Northwest
or the business
of machining like
Pacific Machine.

Phone: 253.383.3838
Fax:
253.383.3351
Web: www.pacmacinc.com

Pacific Machine
Experience Is What Makes the Difference.
Industries
We Serve
Foundry
Heavy Equipment
Wood Working
Food Production
Paper Goods
Marine
Road Construction
Plastics

Dust Pellum
Under Construction

Repair
Wheels for
Tacoma Trolley

Our experience spans a wide and varied industrial base,
including the rebuild and manufacturing of components for
the harsh environments of foundries, concrete mixing, and
earthmoving equipment. Pacific Machine can handle the
large and cumbersome components used in the ship building and ship repair industry. We have extensive experience
repairing equipment for the hyper-clean and downtimeintolerant environments demanded by the food processing
industry. We can repair the delicate and precision equipment used in custom and production cabinet shops as well
as the equipment used for corrosive and highly-stressed
paper manufacturing and plastics extrusion.

Before & After

Dust Pellum
Complete

Each of these jobs comes with its own unique requirements.
They can be as simple as a worn bearing journal requiring
a weld build-up and machined to a precision fit. Or, as
complex as equipment requiring complete disassembly,
reverse engineering, and manufacturing of new components.

Pacific Machine
Machining companies talk about their commitment to Quality and
Service. This is more than a small part of our customer service plan.
We take it seriously. Exceeding our customer’s expectations is central
to our overall service plan. In addition, we are unique in our industry
because of our diverse range of equipment capacity and our
quality-conscious machinists and welders. These have been the
driving forces of our success for almost 100 years.

Quality, budget and equipment down-time are always our
top priority.
4140 Roller and Shaft

Machining

Winch System Before

Winch System After

Our name, Pacific Machine, designates our Fundamental area of
Expertise - Machining. Our in-shop equipment and personnel are
skilled in both manual and CNC production machining using our
SolidWorks Design software and MasterCam Machining software.
Our industry-standard software enables us to meet a wide range of
customer needs from single to multiple parts using CNC Machine
Center and CNC Lathe. From equipment repair to total rebuild, we
can handle all of our customer’s requirements.

Steel Loading Ramp after Design and Fabrication

Manufacturing
Our combination of Design Software, machine and
fabrication abilities gives our customers a “one-stop”
manufacturing center.

Delrin Bearing Housing

Large and Small Parts

Pacific Machine’s role as a repair shop provides us with the
surplus capacity to handle small, unique production runs of
machined parts. We specialize in production runs starting
with a single prototype up to hundreds of units. Our repair
business has shown us how much our customers value
short lead times and fast turnaround.

Specializing in small, unique production runs.

